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ABOUT COMPANY

The mission of Onlygraded was established in the Caput Mundi (Capital of the
world) London, where the collectors are able to Buy, Sell & Auction of Graded
cards. Onlygraded.com(OG) was formed to provide an ever experienced online
user interface and mobile application for trading options of graded cards. With
“Market Place” and “Auction” facilities, we are on a mission to produce a market
of buying, selling and auction of graded game cards, where Sellers & Buyers can
reach that handshake in the most convenient of ways. Onlygradedservices
(OGS) was formed to provide best in class quality and support for grading
services that are aﬀordable at all levels to all the enthusiasts and collectors of
gaming cards, sports cards, autographs, etc worldwide. We realized that the
options for trading and grading services are growing than the existing
infrastructure, thus to serve the need and ﬁll the gaps, we have decided to oﬀer
best services in a more convenient way.
Our administrative model is based on the group level. Through teamwork,
communication, and conﬂict management, the managers will lead every team to
perform their tasks in a best way to oﬀer best and timely services to all our
clients. Every member strives to give the best solutions and guidance to our
customers. Our teams include experts for grading services, logistics, consulters,
sales, marketing and customer support.
Competitively best grading service provider will shine and grow due to their
services that are aﬀorded at prices that are tailored to be aﬀordable and
efficient. Our users can go through the detailed description and guidance
provided in our website or get an initial consultation to get a complete idea of
the process, then they can select a package based on their needs. Our goal is to
provide each and every customer with best experience in grading and trading of
cards.
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COMPANY OVERVIEW

Onlygraded ( OG ) is a company oﬀering best and exclusive trading services for
graded cards such as game cards and sports cards. Onlygraded oﬀers pocket
friendly, faster and reliable grading services of trading cards. We also sell card
accessories for storing trading cards that are exclusive, attractive and budget
friendly. At Onlygraded.com ( OG ), we have a Marketplace for buying and
selling your graded cards. We oﬀer Auction facilities for our customers to bidding
their cards during some occasions. We provide complete support for the auction
procedures and guide every customer for hassle free experience. At Onlygraded
Services ( OGS ), We grade the cards for providing best value and long life
safety of your valuable cards. You can get to know more details about our
grading services and prices at our onlygradedservices.com. Finally we have our
exclusive store at Accessories, with all diﬀerent and attractive, rarely found and
useful accessories for our subscribers.

Our Company was set up to oﬀer various services to cater the needs of game
card Collectors. With a growing demand in the trading and grading of gaming
cards, we had setup a goal to open your doors to the buying, selling, and
auctioning of cards through OnlyGraded online portal. We strive to connect
collectors through an all-in-one marketplace for trading graded gaming card.
We have Only Graded Services online portal, to provide authorized grading
solutions. We have professionals and experts to consult your requirements and to
oﬀer best grading services. We have reliable, secure and fast shipping services.
We then found the need of an ecommerce shop for card accessories, thus
launched our Only Graded Shop to oﬀer a wide range of accessories depending
on customers speciﬁcations, quantities and budgets.
We are on a mission to produce a market for buying, selling and auction of
graded game cards; Sellers & Buyers can reach that handshake in the most
convenient of ways. We make it incredibly easy for traders to exchange their
collectibles the right way.

Website and Technology:
It will be critical that our audience enjoys the layout and design of our Website
and adapt to the interactive nature of our programming. Our layout and design
will have to be user-friendly and cutting edge in the eyes of our audience to be
successful in attracting repeat users. The features, functionality, and content can
be able to be replicated by competitors, but the brand and the consumer
experience must diﬀerentiate the value proposition to our customers. We have a
strong branding message that will extend to all aspects of the site and truly
provide the best experience for our customers. The site must encompass the
sophistication and identiﬁcation of the sponsors and programming. we represent
and oﬀer customer value added features to build a real interactive community.
The objectives for Onlygraded.com’s ongoing Website and technology
development are as
follows:
• Provide an unparalleled user viewing experience.
• Provide a compelling and user-friendly presentation of content and products to
encourage repeat visits and create value for the Onlygraded.com viewers.
• Create a layout and design that will adapt to the interactive nature of our
programming.
• The viewing/shopping experience will be simple, clutter-free, enjoyable, and
worthwhile.
• Build a measurable marketing and e-commerce platform that enables
measurability and scalability.
• Provide a seamless transition from viewing programming on our site to
purchasing products.
• Implement an integrated e-commerce solution governing transactions,
merchandising and other business functions.

CONCEPT

Overview
Onlygraded.com, will create an Internet Network for oﬀering buying, selling and
auctioning of graded cards along with providing grading services and card
accessories. We recognized that a vital aspect of selling graded cards online is to
provide entertainment content to inspire sales. The company’s unique content will
showcase the new and exciting graded cards that are displayed by the seller
oﬀering an interactive shopping experience, the channel will cater to a World
Wide audience of “like minded” graded cards enthusiasts in an eﬀort to build a
synergistic global “graded cards” community.
Onlygraded.com will create an Internet based brand (The Internet Network)
that provides grading of cards, buying, selling and auctioning of game/sport
cards, autographs and the promotion, marketing and sale of its product in the
online retail marketplace. Company revenues will be generated from three
speciﬁc sources: (1) ecommerce commission fees paid by product buyer and seller
(2) grading Cards (3) sale of card accessories. The Company will develop and
market its own branded storefront service.
How the Service Works
Onlygraded.com site will be designed to facilitate product transactions and
entertain our viewers.
The service will work as follows:
Registration: Anyone can browse through the site. However, in order to
purchase or sell an item for sale, the buyer must ﬁrst register with our website.
This can be done extremely quickly via online forms that are provided.
Purchasing: Buyers can ﬁnd items of interest by selecting on the categories
provided within the site or can use our sophisticated search engine to locate
items of interest. Once the product is selected the transaction is seamlessly
recorded upon completion of payment including a shipment cost within
Onlygraded.com’s site. Buyers are kept informed of their transaction records via
email and through online purchasing records. Upon completion of a transaction,
buyers can choose where and how to send products. Onlygraded will fulﬁll orders
for all products.

Selling: Our seller who is also our site user can list products for sale. This can be
done via Onlygraded.com’s registration process completion. The seller lists the
products and its prices associated and our site includes a transaction charges of
5% including a prepaid listing fee and service charge and lists the products in the
website.
Auction: Users will have the opportunity to bid the products during auction. The
seller can add the product to auction and this product after being veriﬁed by our
expert team and estimates a Minimum and maximum price and list the product
for auction. The buyer can bid the card higher than the minimum price, The card
will be purchased by the member who has bid the card for the maximum price
at the auction end time. There is also a “Buy Now” option of buying the preferred
card immediately at the auction time by paying the maximum cost ﬁxed by seller.
Grading Services: At Only Graded, our experts will ﬁrst assess the authenticity
of your cards. we use a 14-point grading system to ensure the perfect condition
of your cards. Verily, we authenticate and boost their visual appeal in the most
promising ways. Each trading card will be enclosed within a unique tamper-proof
plastic seal with the certiﬁcation numbers displayed at the top of the label
Shopping: Users will have the opportunity to use our cutting edge 3D
technology. Online shoppers may view all products in two-dimension front and
backside and can have a closer look.
Apart from card purchase we also have a variety of collections for
accessories.

OG GRADED CARDS

Superior Standards

Clear-Cut Display

We are an established grading
company with superior
standards which is why our
customers always vouch for us.

The true color and vibrance of
the card is unleashed with the
crystal-clear plastic holders.

Maximum Security
Our tamper-proof sonically
sealed plastic cases secure
your card in ways like no
other

LABEL

Each collectible graded by Onlygraded is encapsulated with an attractive,
easy-to-understand label. The Onlygraded label features its grade point and an
unique Onlygraded certiﬁcation number along with a comprehensive description
of the collectible.
Rarity

Only Graded Logo

Grading Point

Sub Grades

Certiﬁcate Number

BETTER-LOOKING SLABS

The Onlygraded's crystal-clear plastic holders are time-tested to be durable and
withstand everyday wear and tear, the card is sonically sealed inside the
tamper-proof holder without obscuring its artwork, color and detail. OG card
holders are completely diﬀerent from other grading companies with embroideries
for various grading scales and an appealing label with extremely stunning look,
which will enhance the look of the card being graded. By using this design approach, customers are guaranteed to have a card that looks unique and stylish
when displayed.

GRADING APPROACH

Most companies in the grading industry employ and
train actual people to assess the condition of a card.
While this process can be correct in most cases, there are
some cards that obtain an incorrect assessment’s, In
OGS, we plan to do with the Human Experts and
Artiﬁcial Intelligence by using Phygital (Physical +
Digital) grading approach.
OG GRADING STANDARDS

Cards are graded using the 14 point grading scale from the highest to the lowest
points determined by the standard. The experts in Onlygraded analyze the
condition of the card, evaluate which grading point should be used and prepare
it accordingly. The physical appearance of the trading card is separated into
evaluation criteria. Such that, the card should be:

 Visually appealing
 Structurally Clean and in shape
 Authentic

Only Graded - Grading Points
GEM MINT (OC)

GEM MINT

MINT

PRISTINE
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IMMACULATE (OC)
IMMACULATE

NEAR MINT / MINT

NEAR MINT

POOR

EXCELLENT MINT

GOOD

EXCELLENT

VERY GOOD

VERY GOOD / EXCELLENT

1 POOR
Your trading card shows evident signs of wear and tear because of frequent usage.
This means that the printed designs and pictures may be rubbed oﬀ and defective
in various places. Moreover, your card is creased and the colors are heavily faded
both in the front and the back. Its glossiness has also been compromised, whereas
the corners are a bit frayed or no longer precise in shape. In case you are submitting a full pack, it will be classiﬁed as poor if cards are missing from the stack.

2 GOOD
Your card shows visible scratching defects as well as moderately deep creases
along the surface. This might also include staining, faded printing, degradation of
glossiness, and more. Frayed and rounded edges also fall under the same category.

3 VERY GOOD
Your card has signiﬁcant printing issues along with some surface creases and/or
scratches. However, the discoloration is not too much and the gloss has not yet
faded in its entirety. The colors are slightly oﬀ in their original hues, there are stains
both at the back and the front, the edges are frayed to some extent and the
corners are retaining their edge more or less.

4 VERY GOOD / EXCELLENT
Your card’s surface has very few creases but printing damage is there. The glossiness is still visible, although the colors are slightly faded and some staining is
present. The edges and corners are just a bit frayed and out of shape, however,
scratches are evident, be it not too deep. There is slight whitening at the edges and
minor cuts are also moderately visible.

5 EXCELLENT
Your card has very little color degradation even though printing damage is rather
visible. The overall gloss is still there, although not in its full entirety. There are
subtle scratches as well but these are not glaringly evident unless closely observed.
No creases and surface deterioration are there, despite a few scratches. Moreover,
the corners are in the initial fraying stages although still retaining their spiked
shape. The edges, slightly whitened, are not bent out of structure or completely
chipped.

6 EXCELLENT MINT
Your card’s surface does not show extravagant printing damage and there is
minimal discoloration. Most of the glossiness is still maintained, even though you
can still see light scratches upon careful observation. Some stains are there, but
these are justiﬁably minor whereas the corners are a little frayed but without any
ding. To top it oﬀ, the edges are also in good condition whereby there is very little
whitening.

7 NEAR MINT
Your card’s surface exhibits evident printing damage, the back has a few stains but
only some light scratches. There are tiny dots here and there even though the gloss
is near perfectly maintained. Overall, the card doesn’t show any indentations and
not all of the corners are frayed, even if slightly. There is moderate wear and tear
but nothing too signiﬁcant.

8 NEAR MINT / MINT
Your card shows minor printing defects at the front and very few scratches that are
only visible when observed closely. The glossing is consistent across the surface
although the corners are a bit frayed, but not necessarily all of them. Moreover, the
edges show insigniﬁcant whitening. Chipping may also be there.

9 MINT
Your card looks great at ﬁrst glance even though the surface does have slight printing damage and discoloration problems. However, there are insigniﬁcant scratches
here and there and the corners/edges show very minor wear and tear.

10(OC) GEM MINT (OC)
Your card is justiﬁably classiﬁed as mint although there are slight variations from
the original condition still visible upon close observation. Very little printing defects
with zero signiﬁcance given to centering as it does not apply.

10 GEM MINT
Your card can be rightfully deemed to be in a perfect condition whereby the
corners are not rounded or chipped at all. Printing damages, scratches, and stains
are also missing and the gloss is retained. Regardless, there are slight issues with
either two of the edges, corners, or surfaces.

P10 PRISTINE
Your card is in pristine condition as there is 50/50 centering in the front. The
corners can be classiﬁed within the mint category, there is no discoloration and full
glossy retention. Moreover, the edges are neither frayed nor layered and there are
no scratches or creases.

10+(OC) IMMACULATE (OC)
Your card is immaculate and declared to be in a perfect condition whereby all
three criteria including the surface, the edges as well as the corners do not show
signs of wear and tear. However, zero signiﬁcance is given to centering as it does
not apply.

10+ IMMACULATE
Your card is in the best condition possible with zero defects or signs of damage to
the surface, corners, centering, or edges.
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